CASE STUDY PRIVATE RESORT – ALIBAUG

With the trust in our exemplary execution and service, our 15-year-old client
entrusted us with the task of giving their private 20-bedroom holiday estate a
complete Audio Visual Solution.
Armed with 2 of my trusted engineers, we had a one on one meet with the
client and their chief architect at their nearly completed site. The scope of
work included:
-- A multi-purpose basement entertainment zone of over 2000 square feet to
be equipped with a High SPL, Pro Audio system which could work as a Home
Cinema and could double up as a Night Club that included a State of the Art
4k Projection system with Screen Paint on one side and a large 85” 4K LED
Display on the opposite Wall.

-- A discreet landscape Music system for a sprawling 5000 Sq. feet
outdoor space comprising of a Lawn area, Outdoor Lounge, Swimming
pool with embedded bar and a beach café.

-- Dedicated TV Lounge with a large Format TV and a 7.1 Home
Theatre system
--- A Lifestyle Music System for a Formal Living room
--- Music for an Indoor & an Outdoor Dining Area
--- A Full fledged Outdoor Night Club Lounge & Bar

Having learnt from our trusted sources that the client had approached quite a
few AV consultants and Integrators who had quoted a minimum value of 2.5 CR
for the entire project!! The most critical aspect of this mega project was to
provide a cost effective solution in a very short span of time without any
compromise on the brands or technical specifications and give the client an
exceptional Audio-Visual experience.
We were awarded the project for a cost effective quote of just 95 Lacs!!
Super Energized we got down to ordering all the equipment with complete
clarity on the installation plan, ironing out all the challenges from cabling all the
way until final handover providing the AV solution to the utmost satisfaction of
our client. To our credit, this Technological Feat was completed in just One
Week thanks to the day & night work carried out by our dedicated team of AV &
IT Engineers.
Feedback from our client and their VIP. Guests was simply heartwarming and the
word of mouth testimonies speaks volumes on what our SHARPER IMAGE TEAM
can deliver in terms of value for money and On time delivery.

